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Descriptive Inventory 
 
SC 2734 SMITH, Travis Edwin, b. 1898 
 
1 folder.  3 items.  1932.  Bound typescript and typescripts. 
 
1959.15.1 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
 
SC SMITH, Travis Edwin, b. 1898     1932 
2734   
  Three documents related to the history of 
education in Kentucky which were prepared by 
Travis Edwin Smith for his doctoral dissertation.    
One document concentrates on teacher education, 
one on education law in Kentucky, and the last 
document is an overview titled “Education in  
Kentucky.”  The documents concentrate on  
sources to be used in the dissertation. 
  1 folder.  3 items.  Bound typescript and 
 typescripts. 
  1959.15.1 
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Educational law and legislation – Kentucky 
Teachers – Training of – Kentucky 
Teachers and teaching – Kentucky 
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